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SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH PROPERTY FEDERATION 

Introduction to SPF 

The Scottish Property Federation (SPF) is a voice for the property industry in 
Scotland.  We include among our members; property investors including major 
institutional investors, developers, landlords of commercial and residential property, 
and professional property consultants and advisers. 

General Comments 

In general the SPF hopes that the Better Regulation Bill will address a tendency in 
government to view costs in a segmented sense and not to realise or understand the 
full cumulative costs of the suite of regulatory burdens faced by developers and 
investors.  A holistic approach by Government should ensure that no sector is 
overburdened by regulation and there will be greater consistency, confidence and 
clarity with clearly identifiable benefits from regulation. 

It is vital that Government regulates with an eye not just on the issue at stake but 
also on the competitiveness of Scotland vis-a-vis other parts of the UK as well as 
internationally.  Sometimes there will be clear reasons for prioritising safety or 
environmental concerns above business competitiveness, for example in relation to 
the new requirement for protective barriers in commercial buildings which the SPF 
supported.  However, there are also initiatives where Scotland is moving ahead of 
the field in terms of regulatory demand, sometimes with little costed evidence base.  
For example in the field of commercial property retrofit under regulations to apply 
from January (over four years in advance of the rest of the UK and covering both 
sales and let properties) it will become a requirement for EPC related action plans to 
be implemented by the property owner at point of sale or lease, if cost-effective.  
Although the Scottish Government has at this stage enabled a number of provisions 
within the Regulations to enable smaller properties, or green deal related properties 
to be exempt, there will remain some considerable scope for misunderstanding on 
liabilities as well as a major issue of awareness among businesses in particular. 

Similarly for new build energy efficiency regulations Scottish Ministers are currently 
raising energy efficiency related building standards every three years despite the 
relative lack of new build development that is actually taking place and in the light of 
increasing evidence that further standards are difficult to make cost-effective.  
Already Homes for Scotland confirm that new houses are some 70% improved in 
terms of energy efficiency as a result of modern building standards compared to the 
1990 benchmark, as are modern Scottish offices.  We believe it is time for a 
moratorium on further energy efficiency standards in the light of the on-going 
restrictions and market weakness for the development industry as well as the 
progress made to date in terms of modern new build houses and offices. 

The main focus of our comments below will relate to the planning performance 
issues identified under Part 3.  SPF has long argued that increases in planning fees 
should be related to a tangible improvement in the performance of the planning 
system.  Our understanding of the provisions of the Bill is that the Minister believes 
this will come about as a result of the financial penalty provisions that might be 
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applied to local authorities.  We discuss below some of our views on this proposal 
specifically but we would make the following points at this stage.   

First, we know that local authorities believe that there is a revenue gap between 
what is required to provide the planning service and what is achieved in terms of 
fees.  However, in relation to the planning service we have never been fully 
convinced about the explanations of various reports as to what exactly is the service 
that is being paid for?  Developers are required to pay substantial sums far in excess 
of the planning fee for a range of reports including among others Environmental 
Impact Assessments, Habitats studies, transport impact assessments, retail impact 
assessments, and water capacity studies.  For a major development these costs 
may easily run into hundreds of thousands of pounds.  If the developer is already 
forced to pay for all of this advice and in some cases statutory regulation then this 
needs to be recognised in relation to the debate on planning fees. 

We would also recognise that there are instances whereby applicants make 
mistakes and do not submit adequate planning applications, or delays can of course 
occur with applicants themselves.  While no planning authority has brought to our 
attention any such application inadequacy specifically on the part of a member of 
SPF it is a fact that applications are made from a wide variety of applicants.  
However, we urge that it would be in the interests of all parties to ensure that minor 
mistakes are simply amended by the applicant quickly and that more major concerns 
are addressed as quickly as possible. 

In relation to delays on the part of the applicant this can occur for a number of 
genuine reasons and that is why SPF believes that strong communication and 
processing agreements must be an essential part of any planning process.  This is 
really about good project and development management and suggests a need for a 
qualitative and fair assessment of applications and for major planning applications on 
a case by case basis; particularly if financial penalties or any related extension of 
planning fees themselves are to be considered.  The SPF is part of the Scottish 
Forum for Planning run by RTPI Scotland and we would welcome the identification of 
‘best practice’ exemplars for development management of major planning 
applications across both residential and commercial/mixed developments.         

Regulations should be proportionate, timely and suited to the current economic 
climate.    We do not believe that at present we are achieving this balance.  Our 
members have some detailed concerns which we refer to below in line with the 
Committee’s call for comments. 

Part 1 Regulatory Functions 

A key concern of our membership is that the regulatory process should be made to 
work better in order to stimulate sustainable economic growth.  Members consider 
that, on the face of it, the policy guidance and direction goes a long way to help 
avoid continued inappropriate delay and demands made during the planning 
process.   However, while general guidance is encouraging it is not mandatory and 
experience dictates that planning authorities will continue with a culture of 'shopping 
list' demands of the development sector in interpreting regulations, which leads to a 
lack of confidence, certainty and consistency across the various local authorities.   
Members are firmly of the view that standards should be fit for purpose and should 
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be appropriate to the economic environment of the time and should be broadly 
consistent throughout Scotland.   Members would support a statutory presumption in 
favour of sustainable development as one of the most objective ways to stimulate 
sustainable economic growth. 

In addition to a specific presumption in favour of sustainable development, our 
members would strongly support a new generic statutory duty on Scottish regulatory 
authorities to consider (and report on) the economic impact of their regulatory 
activity.   The SPF has argued for some time that there is a tendency in government 
to view costs in a segmented sense and not realise or understand the full cumulative 
costs faced by developers and investors.  Planning fees are not the only cost but 
planning obligations, the costs of up-front reports and appraisals demanded by the 
public sector and other non-planning impacts such as Rates and the Health Levy etc. 
also arise and these also factor into the ability to deliver development.   The 
Government should approach regulation as a holistic exercise to ensure that no 
sector is overburdened by regulation. 

Part 3 Planning Authorities’ Functions: Charges and Fees 

The SPF has strong concerns that the Scottish Government has noted in the 
Financial Memorandum that accompanied the Bill that it has not been able to 
quantify the costs and benefits of implementing this provision with any precision.  
Instead the Government can only anticipate that the benefits from improved 
performance are likely to exceed significantly the costs of implementation, without so 
far as we can see any sound evidence base.  We would observe that our members 
are acutely aware that the impact of delay upon planning decisions can be significant 
in terms of lost opportunity as well as additional costs.   Therefore even without a 
firm basis of evidence we support the intentions of the government in this part of the 
legislation.  We believe that a fundamental tenet of regulatory reform must be that 
the implementation of any legislative change and the cost of any performance 
framework should not outweigh the benefits and that both investors and the general 
public should be able to identify tangible benefits.  

The penalty for poor performance is also a concern, particularly if fees will be 
reduced in poorly performing authorities, which may only serve to exacerbate a 
difficult situation.  For example it could be that an authority has genuinely struggled 
because of a lack of resources – if so, a financial penalty could add to its difficulties 
rather than detract from it.  There is considerable uncertainty around how the 
sanctions on fees will operate in practice - and it is unlikely that an aggrieved 
applicant will take much personal satisfaction where an expensive application is 
rejected by what subsequently is deemed to be a poorly performing authority.   There 
is also a risk that too much time spent on measuring performance might actually be 
detrimental to the planning system. An alternative proposal and possibly a first 
response before the imposition of any penalty might be to appoint a peer review 
group as an intervention team drawn from high performing local authorities or a 
central government resource that could assist a poorly performing authority to 
improve its processes.   The additional costs involved could effectively amount to a 
penalty on the authority but improvements should result and this would not therefore 
be just simply a fiscal “punishment”. 
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Our members also have strong concerns that a reduced planning application fee in 
poor performing authorities does not mean that applicants will pay less for their 
planning applications.   This clearly means that the costs of delay to developers and 
investors will still not be covered in any regulatory assessment sense, but there will 
still be a real loss of any potential development contribution to sustainable economic 
growth in that particular authority. 

Our members are also concerned that perverse timescales could be introduced that 
would have an adverse effect on the decision making process from the perspective 
of applicants.  For example, an authority could decide to readily meet timescale 
requirements through bringing forward applications in order to ensure additional 
fees, where there may have been little realistic prospect of planning progress by the 
applicant in order to ensure additional fees.  This might not necessarily guarantee 
that the right quality of decision had been made.  Therefore there needs to be a 
qualitative assessment of planning performance, which we recognise as the intention 
of the emerging HoPS, COSLA and the Scottish Government agreement as part of 
the wider performance framework.     

The SPF would be pleased to explain its comments in further detail at the 
Committee’s request. 
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